
Kantian ethics

Introduction

The seventeenth century was a period of intense warfare throughout Europe. The

religious divide between Catholic and Protestant states made conflict inevitable. As a

result of this conflict, certain ideas began to develop which were to free ethics from

the domination of religion. These ideas include the importanceof:

e humanreason in determining moral truths

e individual freedom and autonomy

e asense of duty or obligation to act morally.

These three ideas cometo thefore in the writings of Immanuel Kant.

Kantis generally regarded as the outstanding philosopherof the eighteenth century.

Kant developed a philosophical theory known as tr: : c ism. A

fundamentalaspectoftranscendentalidealism is the view that concepts orideals, such

as beauty andjustice, do exist and that they have a universal meaning. Transcendental

idealism is therefore opposed to , where the meaning of concepts depends

onthe attitudes of a particular culture, society or individual.

fl

Kant’s morality is based on firm belief that morality exists universally;it is

independent of human experience.

Kant was nota relativist. He argued thatit is incoherent to believe that justice can

mean onething in a specific country or time period and somethingdifferent in another

Society or era. Kant believed the meaning of such conceptsis ‚independent

of and prior to human knowledge, and that they transcend human experience. These

concepts and the laws that govern them are not discovered by observation of nature

or by an understanding of human psychology. It is human reasonalone that gives
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Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) was

the eighteenth century's greatest

philosopher.

 

humanity knowledge of moral truth. Therefore Kant rejected empiricism, the idea that

morality can be discovered throughthe observation of humannature or through the

way the natural order works.

Kant rejected the idea of happiness or contentment as the basis of morality. He

believed that humanbeings cannotfulfil their lives by concentrating on happiness;

morality is more importantthanthe selfish desire for personal happiness. ForKant,

such desires are morally dangerous andlead the humanrace downa false path. Kant

regarded those philosophersthattry to turn happiness into a higher value as no better

than those who view morality as ‘eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow wedie’. The

problem with happiness as the basis for morality is thatit is based on feelings and

desires andthat it is subjective; what makes one person happy might make another

person unhappy. Kant was determined to discover the essence of moral truth, which

he believed was objective in nature and based onreason, not feelings.

Moral knowledge comes through the power of human reason and rational debate.

All humanbeingshave theability to argue rationally; some use this ability and others

do not. Kant believed that human beings are not by nature moral creatures. They

have the capacity to be moral and they discover this through reason. Kant believed

that he had discovered the method by which rational human beings could discover

the moral laws. His system creates a method. Once learnt and implemented, Kant

believed, these rules would set humanity free to be autonomous individuals.
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Kant, walks and Königsberg (Kaliningr:

   
    

r after year, day aftercathealien thessameroute.

E ieenroute buthe neverspoketo anyone. Hecovered his
mouth witha sc atprotected himfrom what hebelieved were the germs of

“those he passed. Kant’s walks kept him fit andhe lived to the advanced age of

80.

Kant’s walks symbolizethe rigour and exact nature of his philosophy. He hated

"lack ofprecision. Everything had to belogically structured and coherent. His walks

followeda similar plan. They were well organized,starting and endingat the same

time each afternoon, summer and winter. His intellectual rigour was replicated in

the discipline of his exercise.

Kant saw himself as the Socrates of the modern age. Like Plato’s Socrates he

believed that truth was revealed only by the careful dissection of arguments.

Rational argument alone would reveal error. Kant created a system of thought

that he believed, if used, would cut through subjective uncritical judgements

and the errors of empiricism and romanticism. He viewed British Utilitarianism

with derision and romanticism with contempt. The dryness andstrict logic of his

method was,like his walks, untarnished by contact with humanbeings. Subjective

feelings have no rational moral basis; when love enters the room, morality exits.

 

Kant believed that there are universal moral laws, which are created by God. Yet

Kant rejected the Divine Commandtheory as a basis for knowing these laws. God's
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universal moral laws, he asserted, cannot be known throughdirect revelation. Instead,

Key terms Kant believed that human reason has the ability to uncover them.

This discovery starts with a series of maxims. These are subjective moral principles

moral principle, that, Kant believed, can be deduced by all rational human beings. Sit down, look

subjective in at the moral life and imagine the sort of ethical principles that society needs. One

origin, which of these might be the principle that lying is wrong. Kant then goes on to argue that

through trust, which is the idea of good will towards others, these basic principles

maxim — a

demands
practical can be developed into moral laws to govern society. For example, laws suchas libel

application. or slander are developed from the maxim that lying is wrong. In order to develop

these laws, there must be good will between human beings. Each rational human

being must, in a moral society, live his or herlife with a sense of trust and good will

to others. Trust and good will are central to Kant's belief that human beings have the

ability to turn subjectively-based ethical maxims into moral laws.

   J make themrealizethat there are moral principl |

that oughtto controlhumanbehaviour.Thisdivisionwithinhuman beings creates |

a problem.Itleads to thestrugglingwill, in whichthe humanbeing isuncertain Of |

whatmoral decisionto make. Trustis crucial in resolving this ethical dilemma. | |

‘Trust is an important element in the applicability of the universal principle. The |

rational human being musttrusthis or her ethical decision-making. The individual

mustnot allow his or her thoughts to be clouded by emotional impulses, even

when these seem to be morally good. Therefore Kant rejects concepts such as

sympathy or love as bases for ethical decision-making. The moral agent mustrise

above such emotions, however good they may appear.

Whatis it that drives human beings forward? Earlier writers, such as Dante, spoke

of the human soul’s journey towards God.Kant, though, is concerned with the

human will. The precise meaning of the will in Kant is hard to define. This is

| because he tries to fuse the objective, rational nature of logical thought with the

subjective qualities of a human being’s drives. It is the human will that makes

| ; | choices in life and drives humansforward, using practical reason.
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‘This forward movement(teleology) relies on trust. Trust as defined by Kantis Key term

essentially the idea of good will. Kant’s good will is independent of the object of

 

$ the moral action. It makes decisions based on reason and logic. It does not need Categorical

k detailed knowledge since ignorance of the object of the moral decision brings Imperative

e with it clear thoughts rather than the emotional nature of sympathy, which can - something.

t cloud judgement. human beings

s are duty-
] bound to do,
> whatever the

à The Categori circumstances.
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How are God’s moral laws to be known? How can we know if a maxim, which is

subjective in origin, is morally right? Kant’s solution lies in the use of the Categorical

Imperative.

The Categorical Imperative has three tests that show whether a moral maxim is to be

accepted as a universal law. Thesetests are:

e the universal law principle

e the principle of humanity as an end not a means

e the principle of the universal kingdom of ends.

Key point

 

The universal law principle  
In his Groundworkfor the Metaphysics ofMorals Kantgives the formulaethat control ]

morality. The firstis:
ve

Act only on that maxim whereby which you can at the same time will thatit

become a universal law. (Immanuel Kant, Groundwork for the Metaphysics of

Morals, Broadview Press Ltd, 2005)

 

Thebasis of this idea is that when making moral decisions no one should do anything that adie |

he or she would not acceptas a universal law for everyonein every situation. Maxims can
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be tested by seeingif they can be applied regardless of the circumstances and individuals

involved. Kant gave examplesfrom life of maxims that should be seen as moral laws. The

first of these is the issue of suicide. Kant argued that there is a universal law that suicide

is always wrong. He arguedthis on the basis that ifyou,ina state of suffering and despair,

were to sit down andthink about the moral principles involved in taking your own life,

you would decide thatit was contrary to the universal principle. Why? You would have to

reflect on whether, in all situations, you would wish people to take their own lives. For

example, wouldit be a goodidea for healthy people orindividuals bullied into a state of

despair to commit suicide? The answer would surely be no.

Telling lies is another example of Kant's universal principle in action. He argued that

it is never morally acceptable to lie. However, you might decide thatit is morally right

to lie in a particular situation.Let’sillustrate this. Imagine that you are walking down a

street. A manpasses you and turnsleft at the junction ahead. A minute later another man

brandishing a gunalso passesyou. He stops andasks which waythefirst man went. What

do you do? Doyoulie, either by saying he turnedright whenthe man actually turnedleft

or by saying ‘I don’t know’ whenclearly you do? Kantsaid neverlie. You musttell the

truth. His argumentis thatif lying were turned into a universal law it would meanthatit

would be morally rightto lie in any situation. Since human relationships are groundedin

trust, it would be impossible for any trust between peopleto exist.

A further example Kant gave is the issue of borrowing money. Here again Kant

concludes with the universal principle that all debts must be paid, howeverdifficult

that might be. Indeed, if you borrow money and thengetinto dire straits, you must

still pay back what is owed. This is true even if such payment brings harm to your

family. This is because if debts were not paid, normalbusiness transactions would not

be possible. The credit crunch that began in 2007 illustrates the problems that can

occur when people cannot repay their debts. In some respects the elementoftrustis

to be foundin the lending of money, as with the telling oflies.

Key point

 

The principle of humanity as an end not a means

Kant, in the Groundworkfor the Metaphysics ofMorals, defines the next formula as:

So act as to treat humanity, whether in your own person orin that ofanyother,

in every case at the same time as an end, never as a means only, (Immanuel

Kant, Groundworkfor the Metaphysics of Morals)

50
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This Kantian principle argues that you mustnotuse others in pursuit ofan ethical end.

As an example, imagine you propose a hydroelectric power scheme on the Turkish

banks of the Tigris River. Lower downthe river Turkish and Iraqi communities would

suffer as a consequence ofthe reduction in the water supply. The benefits of the dam

for some areas would be great, but by harming some people in orderto achieve the

general good you would be treating those people as a meansnot an end. Therefore

such a dam would be morally wrong.

Kant notedtheillogical nature of projects that use people in pursuit of the general

good. It is sel£contradictory for you to act in a way that devalues the worth of the

humanbeing, whilst seeking to do something for the good of humankind.

Kant’s principle of humanity as an end has a further meaning.It refers not only to

other people butalso to the moral agent. Kant regardedself-worth as important; you

cannot undervalue yourself when seeking a moral end. Thus it would be wrong for

x to starve in orderto give to y, since xis of equal value to y. It may be admirable

to help others but not at the expense of self-destruction or self-harm. Shakespeare’s

TimonofAthensillustrates this. Timon’s generosity to others in good times leads to

him becoming destitute himself. His kindness results in his own destruction.

Key point

N

 

The principle of the universal kingdom of ends

Thelast of the three formulae that form the basis for the Categorical Imperative is the

notion of the kingdom ofends. Kant wrote:

Act according to the maxims ofa memberofa merely possible kingdomofends

legislating in it universally. (Immanuel Kant, Groundwork for the Metaphysics

of Morals)

The kingdom of ends appears under various guises in the Groundwork for the

Metaphysics ofMorals. Kantis describing a state ofaffairs in which all membersofa
Society desire the same good; a society that the moral laws are designedto achieve.

These goods are the commonends of humanity. Kant wants to achieve a state of

affairs where conflict is removed andall human beingsrealize their commonaims.

Howis this achieved? Consider the following scenario. You meet a group of people

from your area because things are chaotic in your town orvillage. You needto sit
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: down with them and draw up moral principles (maxims) that will establish a good, rom

Key term moral society. When you discuss your ideas with the other people in the room, you be

suddenly realize that they share your ideas. You meet them and,slowly but surely, you col

Hypothetical draw up laws for yoursociety.
we

Imperative —
uni

something Kant believed that most human beings are rational people. They prefer the morallife act

to the immoral. Kant knew thatit is not possible to realize this in life; but the process went

humanbeings

oughtto do, to

achieve a certain 4

must be attempted. The universal kingdom of ends must be pursued.

 

end.

 

Theprinciple of the universal kingdom of endsstates: “Act according to the

maxims ofa member of4 merelypossible kingdom ofends legislating in it

universally. (Immanuel Kant)

 

To think about
Ka

Can you put the universal law principle, the principle of humanity as an end not Kat

a means and the principle of the universal kingdom of ends in your own words, | sys

presenting them as three bullet points?

 

al issues are determined by the Categorical Imperative.

that do not fall within the ethical tests of the Categorical Imperative arte

determined by the Hypothetical Imperative. The Categorical Imperative is 4

command that must be obeyed. The Hypothetical Imperative refers to commands

that ought to be obeyed to achieve a certain aim.

Kant asserted that not all mor

Those

The Hypothetical Imperativeis concerned with moral ends. The moral agent examines

how a moralendis to be achieved. Simply put: if 1 want x, then I ought to do y.

ditional on the practicality of the aim.If the agent |

be that the moral agent decides that the

ay not be implemented. if |

TheHypothetical Imperative is con

- does not want that aim,thenit lapses. It may

moral aim is not feasible. In this case the moral action m

s thatit is possible then he or she ought to act,

| 00 though, the rational person conclude
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, For example, the moral aim mightbe the elimination of poverty in Africa. This might

be achieved, or certainly helped, by cancelling the huge debts that some African Key term

countries owe. This action is not determined by the Categorical Imperative. If we

were to apply the universal law principle we would see that abolishing debt is not deontology -

universally moral. It would not be right to cancelall debts, in every situation. This a moral system

e action is covered by the Hypothetical Imperative. J/we wantto eliminate poverty then based on duty.

we oughtto drop the debt owed by poor African countries. What is moralis

what you have a

dutyto do.   
   

 

   
| action areboundby theCategorical

Iypothetical Imperative?

 

Ms

Duty

Kant's moral philosophy is deontological. It is a system of morality based on duty.

Kant was not the first philosopher to make moral obligations the centre ofhis ethical

system but he is, perhaps, the most important.

 
A soldier whorisks

theirlifefor their |

country does so

because it is their

duty.
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In his Groundworkfor the Metaphysics ofMorals, Kant asserts that humanbeings give

the most praise to those who perform an action simply because they are required

to. They act from duty alone. For example, the carer who dedicates ten years of their

life to care for a sick and paralysedparent orthe soldier whorisks their life for their

country. Bothact from a sense of duty. Kant argued thatthis sense of moral duty can be

converted into a series of universal moral laws that all humanbeings ought to follow.

Key point

Kant’sethical positionis duty based, deontological. This is not an ordinary sense of duty

but something more extreme.It is, as Kantputsit, like the duty to preserve your life:

-.. awretched man... longsfor death and still preserves his life without loving

it — notfrominclinationorfear butfrom duty. (ImmanuelKant, The Moral Law:

Groundworkof the Metaphysics of Morals, Taylor & Francis, 2005)

This is extreme duty. It is done at a cost to self, It rejects happiness as a basis for

moral decision-making.

The strengths of Kant’s deontological morality are that it takes account of the

responsibility that we have to others and it recognizes the universality of morality.

However, duties sometimes conflict.

Imagine you are a young man or woman with a partner and a youngbaby. One day you

are walking along the street and you see someone being attacked. You recognize the

attacker as a criminal whothe police have warned the general public not to approach,

What do you do? Do youconfront the violent attacker? Or, do youstand aside and

watch the attack whilst phoning for police assistance?It is praiseworthy to act. You

have a duty to act, but youalso have a duty to your family. Youtackle the assailant but

youare killed in the encounter. You have done your duty and the media praise you,

but youhaveleft behind a partner and baby.

Kantdid not recognize this problem with the deontological approach. He argued that

a conflict of duties is ‘inconceivable’, as duties are universal and do not discriminate.

Imagine that you are in the midst of a bushfire. Forest areas are ablaze around you

andyou can see a row ofhouses in flames. Fromthe attic of the nearest house you

hear a person calling for help. You are duty-boundto respond but you know your

motheris stuck in a burning house at the other end ofthe street. What do youdo?

Kant is firm. You must try to save the personin the nearest house. Your motherwill

have to wait. Why? Kant argued that the duty to save life is universal and therefore

should not discriminatein favourof a lovedone.

54
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Taxonomy of duties

Kant had a low regard for the value of

human nature. He viewed ournatural

inclinations as being contrary to reason.

This low estimation of human nature

means that the conceptof duty is raised

toa new height. Duty saves humanbeings

fromself-delusion.It is as ifhuman beings

perform duties despite themselves not

because of themselves.

Kant regards duty as always being towards

an object, whetherthis is another person

or oneself. In his Groundwork for the

Metaphysics of Morals he lays down:

1.the link between these duties and

virtue

2. the nature of these duties.

Allen W Wood, in Kant's Ethical Thought

divides these duties into two categories:

duties to oneself and duties to others.

Helists the duties to oneself of rational people as:

* as an animal being

— against suicide

— against lust

— against drunkenness

— against gluttony(greed)

* as a moral being

~ against avarice (greed for wealth)
~ against lying

~ against servility (acting in a mannerthat undervalues yourself). (Allen W Wood,
Kant's Ethical Thought, Cambridge University Press, 1999)

 

 

 
Taxonomy is

the science of

classification,it

is usually used to

classify plants and

animals, Kant used

this principle to

draw up a list of

duties that human

beings have to

performin order to  
be moral agents.
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According to Wood,the duties to others ofrational people are:

o to love by beneficence (generosity/charity), gratitude and sympathy

e to respect as individuals and equals, (Allen W Wood, Kant's Ethical Thought)

n

Taxonomy

Kantusestheprinciple ofclassification to drawup twotaxonomies. The firstcan

be seen above. Itis a list of duties that humanbeingshave to perform in order to

be moral agents. This taxonomy of dutiespoints human beings towards achieving

the highest good.It is sometimes known as a transcendental taxonomy, as these ~

duties transcend everything else. The second taxonomy is Kant’s taxonomy of

passions,a list that points in the opposite direction, towards insanity.

Patrick Frierson points outthat there are empirical aspects in Kant's thought, one of

which is his interest in psychology. Kant se
es a stark distinction betweenthe psychology

of the moral agent who is dedicated to reason and achieving the highest good, and

| that of the irrational, whose morals are products of their passions. Human beings

have a choice: they canlive by their passions or they can live by reason.

|
In 1791 a rich Austrian woman wrote to Kant, stating that life was not worth

||
living. She had kept a secret from her lover and on disclosing it had lost his

|
affections. Maria von Herbert was a fervent follower of Kant and wrote to the great

|
philosopher for advice. Kantreplied that she should not broodoverherloss: ‘the

valueoflife, insofar as it consists of the enjoyment we can get out of people, is |

generally overestimated, whereaslife, insofar asit is cherished for the good that

we can do, deserves the highest respect’ (ImmanuelKant, The Cambridge Edition |

of the Works of Kant: Correspondence, Cambridge University Press, 1999). ‘Two|

years later she wrote again. Herrelationship troubles are resolved, but she can’t

| shakeoffa feeling of intolerable emptiness. Her only desire is to ‘shorten this so

useless life of mine’ (Immanuel Kant, Correspondence) Kant never wrote to her

again. He bundled up her letters and sent them onto the daughter of a friend as 2

warning, as he saw it, against letting yourfantasies run away with you. Maria von

Herbert committed suicide in 1803.
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Kant’s moral systemis designed to create a moral community in which all moral ends

are reconciled. This will be a slow, perhaps ineffectual, process. It has a teleological

and religious basis. Kant is clear that the implementation ofthe ethical principles in

his moral system will lead to a unity of ends and the purposeful transformation of

humansociety.

Conflicts are resolved as this unity is achieved. The analogy of a game of chess

illustrates this. The world at presentis like a game of chess being played between two

grandmasters. Both have different goals and the gameis about conflict. But suppose

a time comes when these grandmasters look at a chess problem and join togetherto

solve it. Conflict would be resolved and the kingdomof ends would be created. Kant,

in his Critique ofPractical Reason,called thisstate ofaffairs ‘the highest good’or, in

Latin, the summum bonum.

Kant believed that this summum bonum consists of the resolution of two different

ends. He described these two ends as good and well-being. By the former Kant

meant moral goodness or righteousness. The latter is meant to convey the idea

of contentment. The individual is truly moral when he/she is both good and happy

with that state of affairs. Kant does not mean that happiness is a basis for moral well-

being. He means by this that human beings must do good and be happy that they

live a life which is praiseworthy. A moral society is one in which rational beings are

ethically upright and are content with this moral position. Since most humanbeings

are incapable of resolving these endsin this life, Kant argued that summum bonum

is not reached until after death. The nature of this afterlife, as with the nature of God,

is not examined.Itis impossible for any human being to define that which, until after

death, cannot be known or understood. In the Critique ofPractical Reason Kant adds

the idea of the consummation of moral good to his idea of the summum bonum.

This new phrase suggests that happiness and moral goodness will work in heaven in

tandem,like parallel rails on a railway track.

Key terms

teleology -

designed for or

directed towards

a final end.

summum

bonum- the

highest good,

which is only

achievable

in the moral

community.
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autonomous

individual— a

person whois

free to choose.

universalizability

- the principle

thatmoralvalues

are universal

and therefore

universally

applicable.
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Teleology in Kantian ethics

Kant believed that the consequences of an action should not bethe basis of a moral

action. Yet, at the same time, Kant was clear that there is an inbuilt goal to which

nature and history aspire — that is the kingdom of ends. Kant imagined that all

rational creatures have within them a germ that predisposes them towards a moral

end. This predisposition to moral reasoning is, as Kant putit, the ‘ground for the

determinate development’ of humanity. Humankind progresses towards perfection

and the kingdom ofends.

 

Kantian ethics has many strong points. They are:

1. Unlike other ethical theories it does not view all humanaction as being morally

based. Most actions do not require a moral litmustest. This frees up the moral

decision-making process to concentrate on what is important. It recognizes that

manyactions, however moral, shouldnot be performed because they are not based

ona universal moral law.

2. It emphasizes the worth of each human being as an autonomous individual, with

the freedomto act morally.

3. Humanequality and harmony are central features of Kantianethics.

4.It puts pressure on the individual to act in a moral and logically coherent

manner.

5. It emphasizes the dignity and worth of all humanlife. As a result activities such

as pornography and slavery are seen as immoralin themselves.

6. The emphasis on duty appears to fit in with human experience.

7. Equal treatment of individuals eradicates bias towards family, friends or nation

that sometimes influences decision-making.

8. The principle of universalizability emphasizes that moral actions cannot be just

in one society and unjust in another.
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The details of one trial held there reveals one problem with a moral system based

al on duty.

h

11 At the end of the war an atrocity occurred in a village high up in the Tyrolean

il Alps. The war was ending. To conceal the existence of Nazi death camps,soldiers

e were ordered to march thoseleft alive inside the camps around the countryside.

n Thesoldiers were, bythis stage of the war, old men and teenagers. The prisoners

were ordered out of the camps and marched each day so that, through exhaustion

and starvation, one by one they died. To the Allied troops they would look like

refugees that didn't survive. The Nazi soldiers reacheda village high up above the

valley of the river Inn. The soldiers were fed up. They were far from home and

they too had no food. They wentto the mayorofthe village and sought the advice

of the town council. The solution was an atrocity. The prisoners were rounded up

and put into a hay cart; the cart was then pushed over the side of the mountain

down into the valley below. All those on board perished. The soldiers had done

their duty. The mayor and the town council had likewise done their duty to they

| Nazi soldiers. Yet the plea of doing one’s duty was not an excuseeither in Vienna

t or Nuremberg. |

Kant's deontological ethics is based on duty but it contains other elements that,

| in the example above, conflict with the plea of T was just doing my duty”. Kant's

taxonomy of duties means that duty is not to be followed blindly, but there is a

list of precise duties which are vital. As a result, an appeal to duty for duty’s sake

is invalid. The individual must act to respect others and to value their autonomy.

Clearly, on the Austrian mountain slopes, they did not.

Moderncriticisms of Kant include:

1. Does the teleological nature of Kantian thought undermine the whole basis of

its ethical theory? This is the problem of compatibilism, which appears to be

a contradiction in Kant’s thought. Compatibilism is the idea that human beings  are both free and at the same time bound by moral andphysical laws. On the one

hand Kantis in favour of human freedom and autonomybut, on the other hand, |

he implies that the moral agent must obey the principles given in the Categorical

Imperative. |

2. There is no place for love and personalrelationships; it is too cold andlogical.

3. Consequencesare ignored butthey matter in deciding the best (most moral) way

to proceed.

4. Do a priori moral laws actually exist?
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5. Are moral laws essentially products of environment and culture? Kant does

not take into account, nor could he develop, modern ideas in sociology and

psychology.

. The issue of moral luck. Thomas Nagel and Bernard Williams (1929-2003) argue

that Kant’s moral philosophy is not fatally flawed because it does not take into

account the consequences of a moral decision. Rather it is damaged becauseit

ignores the circumstances of a moral action. This is known as moral luck. An

individual may think that they are doing good by doing x but the circumstances of

their actions may result in harm being done. Another person may do exactly the

same action but the result is a moral good and not harm.

7. The law of double effect may not be so morally certain. For example, should

a terminally ill patient be given painkilling drugs to ease their suffering if the

administration of these drugs will cause themto die sooner? Or, should the harm

in shorteninglife be the crucial factor and the patientallowed to continue to suffer

in pain? Philippa Foot, among others, has madethis criticism.

Practice exam questions

(a) Explain Kant’s theory of duty.

Kant's ethical system is deontological, that is based on duty. Mention could be made

of Kant’s view that there are certain universal and absolute moral principles. These

are groundedin the Categorical Imperative and humanbeingsare obliged to conform

to these moral principles. This leads on to Kant's view that (as a result of using the

Categorical Imperative) there are certain basic duties that human beings have in life.

You could examine Kant's understanding of duties to self and duties to others. You

could also discuss the idea of extreme duty.

(b) ‘Kant’s ethical theory has no serious weaknesses.’ Discuss.

You could start by considering criticisms of Kant’s ethical theory. For example, Kant

rejected happiness*as a basis for ethical decision-making and argued that you should

not favour loved ones in doing your duty. This leads to the criticism that his ethical

theory is cold and impersonal. Kant’s theory is non-consequentialist and does not

take into account the results of an action. You could also mention the problemof

compatibilism and the question of whether a priori moral laws actually exist. In a

good answer you might discuss whether you consider any ofthe criticisms to be

a serious weakness to the ethical theory. For example, a counter argument to the

criticism that the theory is non-consequentialist could be that consequencesare not

predictable anyway. Therefore you might not considerthis a serious weakness. 
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